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Abstract
The purpose of this research is to find out form and kind of apologizing expression and love expression in Twilight New Moon movie. Data were collected from movie and downloaded script of this movie from internet. The data were analyzed based on Yule theory “Speech Act”” and Goleman “Emotional Expression”. Based on this analysis the writer found form of apologizing and love expression based on context. There 8 kind of love expression they are: acceptance, friendship, trust, devotion, respect, be madly with love, affection, and kindness, being madly in love were so many founded. There are also two kind of apologizing expression are found, they are: feeling guilty and realized make a mistake. The writer found 62 data of apologizing and love expression, 45 data love expression and 17 data of apologizing expression. Love expression is the most data were found in Twilight New Moon movie.
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Introduction
Language is a tool that enables people around the world to communicate each other. By using language people can express their feelings, thoughts and experience. Language is also a specific human’s characteristic that differentiates people from one to another. Language contains with specific actions which are performed by sentences or utterances. Actions performed via utterances are generally called speech acts Yule (1996:3).

A speech act is an utterance that serves a function or communication. A speech act might contain just one word, as in “Sorry!” to perform an apology, Yule (1996:3). Speech act includes real life interaction and requires not only knowledge of the language but also appropriate use of that language within a given culture (Fromkin and Rodman: 1988). Speech acts differ in their purposes, whether they perform declarations, representatives, expressive, directives, and comissives Yule (1996:53).

Expressive is one of speech act classifications that states what the speaker feels Yule (1996:53). It expresses psychological states and can be statements of pleasure, pain, likes, dislikes, joy, or sorrow Yule (1996:53). Expressive can be caused by something the speaker does or the hearer does, but they are about the speaker’s experience Yule (1996:53).

Expressive is closely related to the expression of emotion. Hilliard et
(1960) say that emotional expression or emotion refers to feeling and its special thought, some biological condition and psychological condition, also the motivation to act. He further classified several emotion expression in human being and mutation, variation and nuance, they are: anger, sadness, Fear, Pleasure, Love (acceptation, friendship, trust, respect, be madly with love, affection, kindness) surprises and shy.

Emotional expression usually happened in daily life and in literary work, for example in a novel, prose, and movie. One of movies that use many emotional expressions is “Twilight New Moon” movie, by Mellisa Rosenberg, based on novel that written by; Stephanie Meyer that release on 16 November 2009. This movie contain with emotional expressions. The writer interested to analyzed emotional expressions in this movie, That focused on apologizing expression and love expression.

Research Methods

This research was conducted by using documentation methods. The sources of data were taken from internet (http://www.Twilight New Moon Script at IMSDb.com.) There were some process have been done in collecting data: Firstly, the writer watched Twilight New Moon movie. Secondly, the writer downloaded the script of Twilight New Moon movie. Thirdly, the writer read the script of Twilight New Moon movie. Fourth, observed for the emotional expressions used by the character. Fifth, the writer marked on each sentences that contain with emotional expressions (selected). Finally is taken emotional expression were selected.

In this research the writer used descriptive analytic method in analyzing the collected data. Descriptive analytic is an analysis of collected data deeply and then, explain in simple and structuralize language in narration form (Moleong: 2006).

Discussion

Form of apologizing expression and love expression and find out kind of apologizing and love expression in Twilight New Moon movie.

The writer found form and kind of apologizing and love expression. Form of apologizing and love expression refers to the expression that used by the characters in the movie. Kind of love expression refer to Goleman theory where is love expression divide into 8 parts, they are: acceptance, friendship, trust, respect, be madly in love, affection, and kindness. The writer should device where love expression that found includes into those parts.

Kind of apologizing expression refers to the form expression its self. Kind
of apologizing expression based on Goffman theory that divide into two parts, they are: realized had a mistake to someone or feeling guilty.

According Zick (1970) a social psychologist said that love is characterized by three different things: attachment, caring and intimacy.

1. **Attachment**: The need to be cared for and be with the other person. Physical contact and approval are also important components of attachment.
2. **Caring**: Valuing the other person’s happiness and needs as much as your own.
3. **Intimacy**: Sharing private thoughts, feelings, and desires with the other person.

Based on the definition above Love is something that too hard to explain. Everyone have difference view about the meaning of love. love expression happened when we caring to someone and feel intimacy (Sharing private thoughts, feelings, and desires with the other person).

Data 1:

Bella : you can’t protect me from everything’s going to separated us, accident, illness, old, age as long as i’m human.

Edward : My ending is your life  
(struct 19)

From the data above, the writer analyzed an utterance form of love expression “My ending is your life”. Because Bella told before that Edward can’t protect her from accident, illness, old, a age as long as she is human. But Edward had an answer that “my ending is your live”. This form is kind of affection.

Data 2:

Edward: Try to understand.  
Every second with you is about Restraint. You’re too fragile. I'm tired of pretending to be something I'm not.  
Reining myself im in so I can be with a human.

Bella : Then take my soul. I don't care!  
I don't want it Without you.  
(struct 22)

Based on the data above found form of love expression is “then take my soul. I don’t care! I don’t want it without you. In this condition Edward said that every second with Bella it is about restraint, he tired of pretending to something that his not, raining his self to be human. His been trying to made Bella to stay away from him. But Bella said “Then take my soul. I don't care! I don't want it without you” she is not sad or
angry but she want to sacrifice her live to be live with Edward. The function of this form is to show her love to Edward how much she love him, moreover she want gives her soul to Edward to make them can stay together. This form including to kind of be madly in love. Edward : I’d like to ask one favor though

Data 3:
Bella : (looks up, hopeful) anything.
Edward: don’t do anything stupid or reckless, do you understand? (adding) for charlies sake. Just take care of your self.

(Scene 22)

Based on the data above, the writer find love expression “don’t do anything stupid or reckless, do you understand? (adding) for charlies sake. Just take care of your self.

Data 4:
Bella: But the pain is my only reminder that he was real they all were. I miss them Especially Alice.
But I'm sure it's better for them, not having me around.

(Scene 27)

Based on data above, the writer find form of love expression “I miss them especially Alice”. Miss is one of words to said love expression. In this condition Bella feeling closed with Edward family, one of them is Alice. When Bella loose her, she missed he a lot. This form is kind of friendship.

According to Goffman (1971) apologizing is a kind of remedial work which involves the splitting of the speaker’s self into two parts, the one guilty of having offended the addressee, the other aligning him or herself with the addressee and with the violated norm.

Based on the definition above apologizing expression happens when someone realized that he had a mistake to someone else or feeling guilty. Apologizing is utterance to make apology to offer an excuse some injustice, rejected of someone asked. Apologizing expression is very important because with apologizing its mean that people respect to other people.
There some data that writer analyzed about apologizing expression in “Twilight New Moon” movie:

Data 1:
Edward : you are not good for me Bella. I've let it go on too long. I'm sorry. I promise, it will be like I never existed. Goodbye, Bella.
Bella : wait....

(Scene 23)
Based on data above the writer analyzed an utterance “I've let it go on too long, I'm sorry” its form of apologizing expression. In this conversation Edward would leave Bella, he had a reason why he should leave her. But he won’t Bella know the reason why, he said that Bella not good for him and before leaved her, he made an apology. Based on the example above, this form including to feeling guilty.

Data 2:
Jacob: I broke my promise not to hurt you, I know. But I'm trying to keep it now. I need you to understand. even if you don’t want to see me when you find out.

(Scene 63)
Based on data above the writer analyzed that “I broke my promise not to hurt you, I know. But I'm trying keep it now” is form of apologizing expression. In this situation, Jacob realized that he was make a mistake, he was broke his promise not to hurt Bella, but he did. He was tried to talk to Bella, he want to recover his mistake. Based on situation in context this form including to realized make a mistake.

Data 3:
Jacob: Why would you jump? Didn't you notice? It’s like a hurricane out here?
Bella: I know. It was stupid

(Scene 81)
From the conversation above the writer find form of apologizing expression “I know, it was stupid”. In this conversation is about Bella Jumping off a cliff, she want saw Edward by doing dangerous thing for herself, before she dropped she saw Edward but she still jumped with an hopes that Edward will safe her. But when she woke up she saw Jacob was safe her. Bella feels that Jacob worried about her and she realized that she did stupid thing (kind of realized make a mistake)

Data 4:
Edward: Go back to sleep. You've been through a lot.
Bella: No, you might --
Edward: I'll be here when you wake up.
Based on data above the writer analyzed that “I went to them because I thought I’d lost you” in this conversation tells that Edward feeling guilty because he was leaved Bella, and he thought that Bella was died so he went to Volturi to kill himself. Based on explanation above this form is kind of feeling guilty.

In this reserch the writer took 62 data of apologizing expression and love expression from Twilight New Moon movie script. It consisted of 45 data love expression and 17 data of apologizing expression. Love expression is the most data were found in twilight new moon movie, and most of love expression that found is be madly in love. **Conclusion**

The result of this analyzed the writer focused to found form and kind of love and apologizing expression that occurred in the script of Twilight New Moon movie. The writer analyzed each sentence, sometimes the writer found the difference form of apologizing and love expression, because the writer analyzed the form not only based on word by word that contain apologizing and love expression but also based on context.

The writer also analyzed kind of apologizing expression and love expression. The way of analyzed kind of apologizing based on defenition of apologizing expression, they are: realized make a mistake and feeling guilty. Love expression analyzed based on defenition of love according to Goleman theory, they are: acceptance, friendship, trust, devotion, respect, be madly with love affection and kindness.

The writer should found form of apologizing and love expression firstly then the form that found would analyze into kind of love and apologizing expression theory.

**Note:** This article is written based on the Rahmi thesis under the supervision of Dra, Nova Rina M. Hum, 1st advisor, and Havid Ardi, Spd, M.Hum 2nd advisor.
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